
PATCH PROGRAM

Our Patch Program was developed to help small businesses and groups create 
truly amazing headwear in small batches. Read on to learn how it works:

Patch Types - There are 3 main patch types that we offer: embroidered (chunky 
and classic), woven (flat and high detail), and embossed vegan leather (super 
awesome on everything and machine washable). For a more in depth break 
down on patch types, head to our blog at printmadeapparel.com/blog

First, we design a great patch. 

Size, color, patch type, application, and branding/messaging are all consider-
ations during the design phase. A good size for a patch is 2-2.25” T (and no 
more than 2.5” T) by a width of your choice (best not to exceed about 4” W 
unless an oversized look is wanted). We will make a suggestion based on your 
artwork and clientelle but it’s also good to cut out some paper and play around 
with sizes on hats. Control your own patch destiny!

Sizing Note - Consider the type of hat you want to make, and other uses you 
may have such as application on hoodies, jackets, etc. This is our suggested 
maximum height for each hat type. 

Second, we make an order. 

Our minimum is 36 pieces (per patch design) to start a project, then 12 pieces 
for re-orders. Pricing is structured based on quantity ordered (see pricing 
below).

We keep our prices in check by creating the patches in bulk. We charge a build 
fee on your initial order based on how many pieces you order. At 36 pieces the 
fee is $75, at 48 it is $50, and it drops to $25 for orders of 100+.  

Certain companies impose minimums of 24 pieces per color/style and we’ll let 
you know when that applies. However, we can usually accomodate any mix of 
hats, colors, and styles per order at our standard price breaks. The only thing 
that needs to be the same is the patch

Once you’ve selected your hat(s) and verified the patch design, we send an 
invoice and begin the build process once that is paid. 

Third, we build your order.

Since we work with an outside manufacturer on the patches it takes several 
weeks to get them in-house. We sew up your order and kick them out as fast as 
we can but the entire process takes about 4 weeks depending on the patch 
manufacturer’s turn time. We have now added a rush option though - and we 
can get your hats done in as little as 14 work days.

Pricing
This is our standard pricing based on a high-quality trucker style such as 
Yupoong 6066, Richardson 112 or another similar. Other cap styles or colorways 
may raise or lower the price. Typical retail pricing is $24-32/pc depending on hat 
& details

12 pcs (re-orders only) - $14.95/pc
24 pcs (re-orders only) - $13.95/pc
36 pcs - $14.95/pc *** Opening order minimum
48 pcs -  $13.75/pc
72 pcs - $12.50/pc
100 pcs - $11.95/pc
150 pcs - $11.50
200 pcs - $10.95
300+ pcs - Quoted per project

Add a secondary patch/tag for $1.50/pc

Pro Style/Snapback Mid Profile Dad/Low Profile Cuffed Beanie

Sugg - 1-2.5” T
Max - 2.65” T

Sugg - 1-2.4” T
Max - 2.5” T

Sugg - 1-2” T
Max - 2.25” T

Sugg - 1-2.25” T
Max - 2.35” T

Call or email for assistance, questions, moral support...
bryan@printmadeapparel.com
541-337-5107 (direct)

+ Build Fee
36-47 pcs - $95
48-99 pcs - $75
100+pcs - $50

+ Artwork Fee


